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A B S T R A C T 

A black hole candidate orbiting a luminous star in the Large Magellanic Cloud young cluster NGC 1850 ( ∼100 Myr) has recently 

been reported based on radial velocity and light-curve modelling. Subsequently, an alternative explanation has been suggested 

for the system: a bloated post-mass transfer secondary star ( M initial ∼ 4–5 M � and M current ∼ 1–2 M �) with a more massive, yet 
luminous companion (the primary). Upon reanalysis of the MUSE spectra, we found that the radial velocity variations originally 

reported were underestimated ( K 2, revised = 176 ± 3 km s −1 versus K 2, original = 140 ± 3 km s −1 ) because of the weighting scheme 
adopted in the full-spectrum fitting analysis. The increased radial velocity semi-amplitude translates into a system mass function 

larger than previously deduced ( f revised = 2.83 M � versus f original = 1.42 M �). By exploiting the spectral disentangling technique, 
we place an upper limit of 10 per cent of a luminous primary source to the observed optical light in NGC1850 BH1, assuming that 
the primary and secondary are the only components contributing to the system. Furthermore, by analysing archi v al near-infrared 

data, we find clues to the presence of an accretion disc in the system. These constraints support a low-mass post-mass transfer 
star but do not provide a definitive answer whether the unseen component in NGC1850 BH1 is indeed a black hole. These results 
predict a scenario where, if a primary luminous source of mass M ≥ 4.7 M � is present in the system (given the inclination and 

secondary mass constraints), it must be hidden in a optically thick disc to be undetected in the MUSE spectra. 

Key w ords: techniques: imaging spectroscop y – techniques: photometric – techniques: radial velocities – binaries: spectro- 
scopic – globular clusters: individual: NGC 1850. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

ecently, Saracino et al. ( 2022 ) reported the disco v ery of a black
ole (BH) candidate orbiting a luminous star in the massive young
 ∼100 Myr) star cluster NGC 1850, in the Large Magellanic Cloud.
ased on the measured radial velocity and luminosity variations
f the observed source, and its position in the colour-magnitude
iagram (CMD), the authors concluded that the source is a main-
equence turn-off (MSTO) B-type star ( M ∼ 4.9 M �) and that the
nseen companion is an ∼11 M � BH. Furthermore, the authors
uggested that the system is in a semidetached configuration meaning
hat the luminous star is beginning to fill its Roche lobe (they also
tudied the case of a detached configuration). The system does
 E-mail: s.saracino@ljmu.ac.uk 

B  

B  

h  

Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Socie
Commons Attribution License ( http://cr eativecommons.or g/licenses/by/4.0/), whi
ot display obvious emission lines in the optical region of the
pectrum (although the presence of nebular contamination combined
ith the low spectral resolution of the MUSE observations makes

his analysis complicated). Ho we ver, a faint but significant X-ray
etection appears at the position of the source. The lack of a persistent
-ray emission from NGC1850 BH1, although surprising, does not

n itself exclude the presence of a BH in the system. Low-mass X-ray
inaries with both persistent and transient X-ray emissions are indeed
nown in the literature (e.g. Cyg X-2, Orosz & Kuulkers 1999 and
404 Cyg, Casares, Charles & Naylor 1992 , respectively), although
either of them can be directly compared to NGC1850 BH1. 
A potential caveat to this discovery is that stars of different masses,

hich have undergone different evolutionary paths, can display
-type spectra. As an alternative explanation for this system, El-
adry & Burdge ( 2022 ) and Ste v ance, Parsons & Eldridge ( 2022 )
ave suggested that NGC1850 BH1 is a post-mass transfer binary
© 2023 The Author(s). 
ty. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative 
ch permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
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Figure 1. The revised MUSE radial velocity curve of the luminous secondary 
star in NGC1850 BH1, phase-folded using its orbital period of P = 5.04 d, is 
shown as black dots. The red solid line represents the new best-fitting model 
(reduced χ2 = 0.52, RMS = 13.4 km s −1 ). The bottom panel shows the 
residuals of the comparison between the observed radial velocities and the 
best-fitting model. 
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1 To a v oid any confusion in the reader, we specify here that throughout the 
paper, the observed star is labelled with index 2 and called secondary, while 
the unseen (more massive) object is labelled with index 1 and called primary. 
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ystem, with the brighter source a bloated stripped star with a current
ass of ∼1–2 M � ( M initial ∼ 5 M �) and the fainter source a more
assive star that has gained a lot of mass from the companion ( M current 

2–5 M �). The latter is predicted to be significantly fainter (by ∼1–
.3 mag in the optical bands) than a main-sequence (MS) star of the
ame mass at the age of NGC 1850 due to rejuvenation episodes
ccurring during mass transfer (Ste v ance et al. 2022 ), but see Wang
t al. ( 2020 ) for an alternative discussion on the impact of mass
ransfer on the luminosity of the mass gainer. 

We note here that there is a precedence for preferring such a
onfiguration, as previously suggested stellar-mass BH candidates 
B-1 (Liu et al. 2019 ) and HR 6819 (Rivinius et al. 2020 ) appear

o be best explained instead as post-mass transfer binary stars with 
wo luminous companions (e.g. Bodensteiner et al. 2020 ; Shenar 
t al. 2020 ; El-Badry & Quataert 2021 ). One important difference,
o we ver, between the LB-1 and HR 6819 systems compared to
GC1850 BH1, is that the former systems contain Be stars, i.e. fast

otating B-type stars that display prominent emission lines, whereas 
o similar emission is observed in the latter case (see Kamann et al.
023 for a detailed study of the sample of Be stars in NGC 1850). 
In addition, El-Badry & Burdge ( 2022 ) noted an inconsistency in

he Saracino et al. ( 2022 ) interpretation, namely that if the system
s in a semidetached configuration, then a 5 M � MSTO star would
e more luminous than permitted by the observed photometry. In the 
etached configuration, its implied radius would instead be smaller 
han the Roche radius, and seems inconsistent with the photometric 
ariability suggesting a (near) Roche filling donor. On the other hand, 
n the post-mass transfer model for NGC1850 BH1, we must be 
atching the system at a unique time, specifically as it is transferring
cross the Hertzsprung–Russell (HR) diagram from a cool bloated 
tar to a hot subdwarf state. The rarity of catching such a system
t this time is highlighted in Ste v ance et al. ( 2022 ), where the
uthors systematically explored a large grid of pre-computed binary 
odels (including mass transfer) and could only find a matching 

ystem by significantly expanding the allowed temperature range of 
he secondary ( ∼10 000 K compared to the observed ∼14 500 K).
he chance of catching the luminous component as it crosses the 
R diagram from cool to hot, directly on the MS is then rather small
 ∼1 per cent of the lifetime of the system), but in principle easier to be
etected in this stage than in the later subdwarf stage (Bodensteiner
t al. 2020 ). 

Upon further modelling of the NGC1850 BH1 system, we uncov- 
red a systematic bias in the published radial velocity measurements. 
his bias, which will be accurately described in the following 
ections, resulted in the underestimation of the radial velocity semi- 
mplitude K 2 

1 of the visible source, which in turn resulted in an
nderestimated mass function for the system. In this work, we discuss
he updated radial velocity measurements in Section 2 along with 
he implications on the estimated orbital properties of the system, 
specially the mass function. In Section 3, we present upper limits
o the presence of a luminous primary stellar component in the
ystem through the technique of spectral disentangling. In Section 4 ,
e focus on the visible secondary star and investigate a plausible

ower limit in mass for it. In Section 5 , we combine these results
nd discuss the possible nature of the unseen component based on
he new constraints available. Finally, in Section 6, we present our
onclusions. 

 REVISED  R A D I A L  VELOCI TY  A N D  MASS  

U N C T I O N  

nlik e what w as done in Saracino et al. ( 2022 ), we present here
n alternative method to derive the relative radial velocities of the
ystem, which relies on cross-correlation of the observations with 
 template spectrum (Zucker & Mazeh 1994 ; Shenar et al. 2017 ;
silva et al. 2020 ). We perform the cross-correlation in the range
800–8900 Å, where several hydrogen lines of the Paschen series 
re present. As a template, we first use one of the observations
hemselves. Once a first set of radial velocities has been determined,
e compute the co-added spectrum, and use it as a new template

or measuring the radial velocities, repeating this process a few 

imes until no notable change in the radial velocities is observed.
e convert the relative radial velocities to absolute ones by using

he systemic velocity of V 0 = 253 . 30 km s −1 measured by Saracino
t al. ( 2022 ). Using this new set of radial velocities, we find consistent
rbital parameters (e.g. orbital period and eccentricity) to those 
erived by Saracino et al. ( 2022 ), except for the radial velocity
mplitude, which is found to be K 2 = 175.6 ± 2.6 km s −1 . The orbital
olution thus derived is shown in Fig. 1 while the new single-epoch
adial velocities are presented in Table 1 . 

In order to understand the discrepancy in K 2 values derived 
bo v e and reported in Saracino et al. ( 2022 ), who originally found
 2 = 140.4 ± 3.3 km s −1 , we performed additional full-spectrum
tting analyses using the SPEXXY code (Husser et al. 2016 ), which
as used to measure the velocities of the visible star in Saracino

t al. ( 2022 ). We found that for this particular star, the weighting
cheme used by SPEXXY has a significant impact on the measured
elocities. By default, SPEXXY weighs the spectral pixels by the 
nverse of their uncertainties during the fitting. If we switch to a
ore physically moti v ated inverse-v ariance weighting scheme, we 

et radial velocities consistent with those shown in Fig. 1 . Using both
eighting schemes, we then performed an analysis with SPEXXY 

here we only used the spectral range with λ > 7800 Å, in effect
sing the Paschen series as the only spectral lines in the fit. We
ound that either weighting scheme (as well as using no weighting at
MNRAS 521, 3162–3171 (2023) 
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Table 1. Updated radial velocities using the method outlined in Section 2 . 

Time (MJD) V R ( km s −1 ) σ V R ( km s −1 ) 

58497.08534751 379.44 10.12 
58498.15614836 407.7 14.1 
58498.17027805 404.9 25.9 
58550.02867354 115.18 14.15 
58550.04180262 155.2 27.7 
58553.01788807 418.4 10.3 
58553.03123202 442.5 38.0 
58556.01231551 100.4 12.4 
58556.02541888 100.5 27.7 
59174.27808058 252.7 14.0 
59174.32203504 255.1 27.1 
59175.16932389 103.94 12.04 
59175.29610617 81.6 17.7 
59176.13916114 116.8 13.7 
59176.30463698 149.7 14.8 
59177.30703879 365.2 25.1 
59190.19805799 110.6 14.3 
59201.25318966 120.9 13.8 
59203.14316930 428.29 11.16 
59251.14817479 74.4 14.8 

Table 2. Revised properties of NGC1850 BH1. 

Period P orb 5.0402 ± 0.0004 d 
Velocity semi-amplitude K 2 175.6 ± 2.6 km s −1 

Barycentric radial velocity v 0 253 . 30 + 2 . 59 
−2 . 44 km s −1 

Mass function f 2 . 83 + 0 . 14 
−0 . 12 M �

Eccentricity e 0 . 029 + 0 . 010 
−0 . 014 
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ll) resulted again in a v elocity curv e consistent with the one shown
n Fig. 1 . We repeated the fitting with PPXF code (Cappellari &
msellem 2004 ; Cappellari 2012 ) for both the entire wavelength

ange and λ > 7800 Å, finding identical results as with SPEXXY . 
Given the high effective temperature of the observed star, its flux is
uch higher in the blue part of the MUSE spectral range than in the

ed (see fig. 2 in Saracino et al. 2022 ). As a consequence, when using
he inverse uncertainties as weights, the blue part (with the strong
 β and H α lines) has a larger impact on the fit than the red part

containing the Paschen series). Ideally, this over-weighting of the
lue part would not affect the kinematics, as all lines are shifted by the
ame radial velocity. In the case of NGC 1850, ho we ver, the strong
ebular emission, associated with the 5 Myr-old cluster NGC 1850B,
epresents an additional complication for the data analysis. As both
 β and H α are particularly strong in the nebular line spectrum, it

s concei v able that residual nebular emission contaminates the two
ine profiles sufficiently so that the velocity estimates based on them
re biased towards the cluster mean. An alternative, more physical
xplanation, could be that accretion on to the unseen companion
reates some H α (and potentially H β) emission that partially fills
p the absorption line. Ho we ver, as the emission component would
ollow the motion of the unseen primary and hence appear with a
hase shift of 180 ◦ in velocity space, one would expect an o v er-
ather than an underestimation of the K 2 v alue deri ved using the blue
art of the MUSE spectral range [see the discussion in Abdul-Masih
t al. ( 2020 ) for the LB-1 system]. 

When comparing the velocity curve shown in Fig. 1 to the one
epicted in fig. 5 of Saracino et al. ( 2022 ), one can see that the scatter
f the individual velocity measurements around the Keplerian model
s significantly reduced when the revised measurements are used
NRAS 521, 3162–3171 (2023) 
reduced χ2 is 0.52). Given this improvement, and the potential issues
egarding the usage of the H β and H α lines, we give preference
o the new result. The difficulty in determining K 2 discussed here
ighlights the need to study the system at higher spectral resolution
 v er a broad wavelength range. This would allow: (1) for a better
leaning of the nebular emission lines (which would be significantly
arrower in high-resolution data), also thanks to strong metal lines in
he blue that do not appear in the nebular emission; (2) to add stricter
onstraints from the spectral disentangling technique; and (3) to
ncrease the chances of finding a potential emission-line contribution
rom accretion on to the unseen companion. 

.1 Mass function 

 change in the derived semi-amplitude velocity K 2 of the visible
ource in NGC1850 BH1 has a direct effect on the mass function
f the system, even if all other orbital parameters (e.g. period and
ccentricity) stay the same. In fact, based on the formula of the
inary mass function (Remillard & McClintock 2006 ), which can be
xpressed in terms of observational quantities as: 

 = 

P orb K 

3 
2 (1 − e 2 ) 3 / 2 

2 πG 

, (1) 

hich does not make any assumptions on the mass of the visible
ource, we obtain f = 2 . 83 + 0 . 14 

−0 . 12 M �, significantly higher than f =
.42 M � as derived in Saracino et al. ( 2022 ). Orbital period P orb and
ccentricity e are the same as in table 2 of Saracino et al. ( 2022 ).
his implies that regardless of the mass of the visible star (a normal
S star versus a bloated star), the unseen primary companion is

ubstantially more massive than previously predicted. All the revised
nd rele v ant properties of NGC1850 BH1 are listed in Table 2 , to
rovide the reader with a clearer reference. 
By using Kepler’s third law, the binary mass function can also be

ritten in the form: 

 = 

M 

3 
1 sin ( i) 3 

( M 1 + M 2 ) 2 
, (2) 

here M 1 and M 2 are the masses of the primary unseen component
nd the secondary visible star, respectively, and i the inclination of
he system with respect to the line of sight. This formula suggests
hat once the mass of the visible star and the inclination of the system
re known, the mass of the unseen companion can be determined.
nfortunately, these two additional quantities are uncertain in the

ase of NGC1850 BH1. In Section 4, we will define an alternative
ay to put constraints on the mass of the unseen source. 

 SPECTRAL  D I S E N TA N G L I N G  

ased on the newly derived mass function, which points towards
 rather massive unseen companion, we used the MUSE spectra
vailable to set an upper limit on how much this object actually
ontributes light to the total flux of the system. In fact, if the unseen
ompanion is a massive star as suggested by El-Badry & Burdge
 2022 ) and Ste v ance et al. ( 2022 ), it is rather luminous, so it is
xpected to contribute significantly to the total flux of the system
but see the discussion about the rejuvenation factor in Section 4 ).
f the unseen companion is instead a compact object (such as a BH)
s suggested by Saracino et al. ( 2022 ), it does not contribute to the
ight of the system at all if there is no accretion disc around it,
egardless of its mass. To do this test, we employed the shift-and-
dd spectral disentangling technique (Marchenko, Moffat & Eenens
998 ; Gonz ́alez & Le v ato 2006 ; Shenar et al. 2020 , 2022 ), which
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Figure 2. χ2 ( K 1 , K 2 ) from disentangling the spectra in the wavelength 
region from 8570 to 8910 Å. A slight correlation between K 1 and K 2 is 
observed (see the dashed green line). 
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Figure 3. Disentangled spectra of the primary and secondary for the 
H I λ8863, 8750, and 8665 lines (top, middle, and bottom panels) and 
their sum, compared to observations at radial velocity extremes (left- and 
right-hand panels). The spectra are calculated for K 2 = 175 . 6 km s −1 and 
K 1 ≈ K 2 / 4 (41 km s −1 ). The spectra are not scaled by the light ratio in this 
figure. The results depend weakly on K 1 . The spectrum of the primary appears 
featureless, with the possible exception of the H I λ8750. 
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as successfully used to unco v er hidden companions in other SB1
inaries (e.g. LB-1, Shenar et al. 2020 ; HR 6819, Bodensteiner 
t al. 2020 ; and 28 O-type binaries, Shenar et al. 2022 ), which have
ompanions contributing as little as ≈ 1 − 2 per cent to the visual 
ux. 
Briefly, spectral disentangling is the separation of composite 

pectra into the component spectra of multiple systems, usually 
erformed simultaneously to the deri v ation of the orbital param- 
ters (Bagnuolo & Gies 1991 ; Hadrava 1995 ; Mahy et al. 2012 ).
 or giv en orbital elements, the shift-and-add method relies on an

terative procedure that uses the disentangled spectra obtained in 
he j th iteration, to calculate the disentangled spectra for the j +
 iteration through consecutive shifting-and-adding of the spectra. 
y minimizing χ2 between the added disentangled spectra and the 
bservations, one can derive the orbital elements; we refer to Shenar 
t al. ( 2020 , 2022 ) for details. Here, we fix the orbital parameters to
hose given in table 2 of Saracino et al. ( 2022 ), except for the radial
elocity amplitudes K 1 and K 2 , which are used to minimize χ2 . We
ote that the light ratio of the components cannot be derived from
he disentangling procedure. The adopted light ratio only impacts the 
nal scaling of the spectra. 
In Fig. 2 , we show the reduced χ2 ( K 1 , K 2 ) map obtained when

isentangling the four Paschen members (members 8–11) in the re- 
ion 8570–8910 Å. Evidently, K 2 can be reasonably well constrained 
nd is consistent with the radial velocity measurements in Table 2 to
ithin 1 σ . In contrast, the value K 1 is poorly constrained, virtually

anging across the entire plausible range of values. We note that 
isentangling generally yields much larger formal errors compared 
ith standard radial velocity fitting due to the freedom in varying each 
ixel in the disentangled spectrum. In the figure a slight correlation 
etween K 1 and K 2 is observed. This may possibly indicate that 
here is some contributing signal from a primary star or disc in NGC
850 BH1, although this contribution is too small to actually be 
xtracted from the noise using the MUSE data. The presence of a
utative accretion disc or a luminous primary (see the discussion in 
ection 5 ) could provide the light signal to explain such a trend in

he residual map. Alternatively, this correlation could be a spurious 
esult caused by contaminants (e.g. nebular contamination, tellurics, 
nd uncertain normalization). 

Fig. 3 shows the disentangled spectra for K 2 = 175 . 6 and K 1 =
1 km s −1 (i.e. assuming the primary is roughly four times more
assive than the luminous secondary). The shifted spectra and their 
um are compared to the observations at radial velocity extremes 
conjunction phases). Generally, the disentangled spectra of the 
rimary appear close to flat, with the possible exception of H I λ8750.
e note that the results depend weakly on the adopted value of K 1 

values in the range 0 . 25 K 2 < K 1 < 4 K 2 were considered). In all
ases, the features seen in the spectrum of the primary are comparable 
o the noise level of the disentangled spectrum. 

In Fig. 4 , we show the disentangled spectra of a few neighbouring
aschen lines calculated for K 2 = 175 . 6 and K 1 = 41 km s −1 ,
ssuming a low light contribution for the primary of l 1 = 0.1 (i.e.
he intrinsic spectrum is multiplied by a factor of 10). The features
hat are observed in the disentangle spectra are again of level of the
oise, and generally do not o v erlap with spectral lines. Such features
an easily result from non-Gaussian noise, imperfect normalization, 
ellurics, or other contaminants. The results imply that, if a non-
egenerate companion is present, it must be rather faint. This is
orroborated by the simulations below (Section 3.1 ), where this 
tatement is further quantified. 

.1 Simulations 

o test the validity of our method and explore the sensitivity down
o which we could detect a hidden MS companion, we simulate
 mock binary that mimics the orbit and observational data set of
MNRAS 521, 3162–3171 (2023) 
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M

Figure 4. Disentangled spectra of the primary and secondary in NGC1850 
BH1, obtained for K 2 = 175 . 6 and K 1 = 41 km s −1 , and assuming a light 
contribution of l 1 = 10 per cent for the unseen primary. 

Figure 5. The disentangled spectra of the bright secondary (top) and faint 
primary (bottom) of our simulated binary, compared with the input templates. 
The disentangling was performed using the same input orbital parameters 
as used for the simulation, but for K 1 = 20, 50, and 150 km s −1 (see 
legend), illustrating the minor impact of K 1 on the spectral appearance of 
the secondary. 
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GC1850 BH1, but contains a non-degenerate companion. For the
imulation, we use the co-added spectrum as a template for the
uminous secondary. For the mock spectrum of the unseen primary,
e use the grids computed with the TLUSTY model atmosphere code

Hubeny & Lanz 1995 ; Lanz & Hubeny 2003 , 2007 ). We use a
odel with T eff = 20 000 K, log g = 4 . 0 [cgs], and assume that it
o v es with K 1 , true = 50 km s −1 . To be conserv ati v e, we convolv e

he emergent spectrum of the model with � sin i = 300 km s −1 and a
acroturbulent velocity of � mac = 30 km s −1 . Finally, moti v ated by

he results in Section 3 , we adopt a low light contribution for the
rimary of l 1 = 0.1. The mock observations use the exact signal-
o-noise (S/N) values and phases of the original spectra, and are
egraded to the MUSE resolution and sampling. 
NRAS 521, 3162–3171 (2023) 
We then attempted to derive K 1 through χ2 minimization. How-
ver, the χ2 map is virtually flat, implying that K 1 cannot be
etrie ved. Gi ven the low resolution (compared to the secondary’s
adial velocities), the intrinsic and rotational broadening of the lines,
nd the modest S/N, it is not surprising that K 1 cannot be retrieved.
o we ver, disentangling can still be performed, assuming various
alues of K 1 . In truth, the K 1 value has a very small impact on
he spectral appearance of the disentangled spectra, as long as it is
aried in a plausible range. To illustrate this, in Fig. 5 , we show
he results from three disentangling experiments of the mock data,
arying K 1 between 20 and 150 km s −1 . The spectra are virtually
ndistinguishable. This seeming independence on K 1 is the result
f the broad profiles of the simulated primary and the low spectral
esolution of the data. 

Evidently, while we cannot retrieve K 1 , the method yields a
pectrum for the hidden primary that matches the original template
easonably well. Some differences are apparent for the primary,
hich are intrinsic to the method. Since the lines are constantly
lended, the disentangling procedure is bound to have some cross-
ontamination between the stars. Ho we ver, we note that the dif-
erences are boosted by a factor of 10 due to the faintness of
he primary, such that the deviations seen in Fig. 5 amount to
eviations of the order of a few per cent with respect to the mock
bserv ations. The exact sensiti vity do wn to which we could detect
ompanions is difficult to establish, since it depends on the stellar
arameters, rotation, and light contribution of the primary. Ho we ver,
he experiment described here illustrates that we would very likely
e able to detect companions contributing more than ≈5–10 per cent
o the light. 

We visually illustrate how faint the primary (unseen) star must
e in terms of magnitude to be undetectable in the MUSE spectra,
ased on the results of the spectral disentangling. In the left-hand
anel of Fig. 6 , we present the CMD of NGC 1850 where a MIST
sochrone (Choi et al. 2016 ) of the appropriate age is o v erplotted
o guide the eye. A red star indicates the position of NGC1850
H1 (F438W = 16.7 and F814W = 16.6), whereas the red solid

ine indicates the magnitude level of a MS star (F438W = 19.2
nd F814W = 19.1) corresponding exactly to 10 per cent of
he brightness of NGC1850 BH1, the limit set by the spectral 
isentangling. 
The conclusions of these tests are twofold: First, if a non-

egenerate stellar companion is present in the binary, as suggested
y El-Badry & Burdge ( 2022 ), it is fainter than ≈ 10 per cent in the
isual. Secondly, even if a non-degenerate companion is present, it
annot significantly contaminate the spectrum due to its faintness.
he stellar parameters determined for the luminous secondary using

he co-added observations (which are virtually identical to the
isentangled spectrum) should therefore represent the secondary
ell, unless its light is diluted by an additional sources (e.g. excess

mission stemming from a disc). In fact, if there should be an
ccretion disc in NGC1850 BH1 orbiting around the invisible source,
hen the results presented abo v e could change to account for this
dditional component. An e xtensiv e discussion of this aspect will be
rovided in Section 5 . 

 MI NI MUM  MASS  O F  T H E  S E C O N D  A R  Y  A N D  

TS  I MPLI CATI ONS  F O R  T H E  PRI MARY  

n additional hint on what is the nature of the invisible source can
ctually be derived from the analysis of the visible secondary star.
he two alternative scenarios that have been proposed to explain
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Figure 6. Left-hand panel: (F336W–F438W, F438W) CMD of NGC 1850, 
with a MIST isochrone of 100 Myr o v erplotted. NGC1850 BH1 is represented 
by a red star in the figure. The red solid line shows the magnitude 
level corresponding to a brightness of only 10 per cent of our target (the 
limit derived by the spectral disentangling). Right-hand panel: The CMD 

of NGC 1850 with the same MIST isochrone o v erplotted. The closed 
versus open blue dots indicate the magnitude level of a standard (non- 
interacting) MS star with a mass of 5 M � (i.e. the mass of a star as 
bright as NGC1850 BH1) and 4.7 M � (i.e. the minimum mass for the 
primary star in NGC1850 BH1, see the te xt), respectiv ely. The closed versus 
open green dots instead show how the same two stars look like when the 
rejuvenation factor due to mass transfer in the binary is applied. They 
appear ≈ 1.5 mag fainter, but still abo v e (by 1 and 0.4 mag, respectively) 
the red solid line, which defines the 10 per cent brightness limit in 
F438W. 
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Figure 7. Secondary mass M 2 versus primary mass M 1 for NGC1850 BH1. 
The red shaded area defines the region where eclipses are observed, while for 
i = 67 ◦ or below (top white area) no eclipses are observed. Our target, 
NGC1850 BH1, does not show eclipses and assuming M 2 = 1 M � as 
suggested by El-Badry & Burdge ( 2022 ), we obtain a minimum mass M 1 = 

5.17 M � for the primary (black dashed line). This is also the case for the 
lowest plausible mass for the secondary star that we set to M 2 = 0.65 M �
based on what also suggested by El-Badry & Burdge ( 2022 ) (dotted line in 
the plot). The grey shaded area sets the physically moti v ated lo wer limit to 
the mass of the secondary star (see text for details). The white region on the 
bottom is excluded by the measured binary mass function. 
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GC1850 BH1 assumed very different masses for the visible source 
a normal 5 M � MS star versus a 1–2 M � bloated-stripped star).
l-Badry & Burdge ( 2022 ) argued that the secondary star, if it is

ndeed filling its Roche lobe, must be less massive than the 5 M �
dopted by Saracino et al. ( 2022 ). According to Eggleton ( 1983 ),
ho derived a formula for the mean density of Roche-lobe filling 

tars, a 5 M � star would be too large (and hence too luminous)
o satisfy the photometric constraints. Therefore, we are inclined 
o adopt the scenario in which the secondary is a low-mass post-

ass transfer star. Unfortunately, deriving its actual current mass is 
ot possible with the available data, because it is unknown if and
ow much other sources contribute to the observed magnitudes. 
ecause of this limitation, in this work we define a physically 
oti v ated minimum mass for the secondary star and adopt this

alue in the subsequent analysis. This lower limit directly translates 
nto a minimum mass for the unseen primary star as well, once the
nclination of the system is known or can be set to a reasonable 
alue. 

From the OGLE light curves available for NGC1850 BH1 and 
resented in Saracino et al. ( 2022 ), the system does not show any
vidence for total or partial eclipses. This might be the case for two
easons: (1) the binary system is made of two luminous sources but
t has an inclination such that one source never obscures the other;
nd (2) the unseen source is a dark object (e.g. a BH) so it does not
roduce eclipses regardless of how the system is inclined. We note 
ere that if the BH is surrounded by an accretion disc, eclipses are
till expected unless the system has a geometric configuration similar 
o that of 1. 
According to Beech ( 1989 ), in a binary system, the geometric
ondition for eclipses not to occur is the following: 

os ( i) > ( R 1 + R 2 ) /a, (3) 

here a and i are the semimajor axis and the inclination of the
ystem, and R 1 and R 2 the radii of the primary and secondary stars,
espectively. Based on the observational constraints derived from 

he modelling of the radial v elocity curv e and the constraints on
he radius of the luminous (secondary) star (4.9 R � ≤ R 2 ≤ 6.5 R �)
mposed by observational uncertainties and the possibility that a 
econd luminous star could contribute to the observed photometry, 
he lack of eclipses in the OGLE light curves places a limit of i ≤ 67 ◦

n the inclination of NGC1850 BH1 (see also El-Badry & Burdge
022 ). 
In Fig. 7 we show, as red solid lines, the mass of the primary

unseen) component as a function of the luminous secondary com- 
onent, based on the newly measured binary mass function and by
dopting equation ( 2 ) abo v e, for two different inclinations: when the
inary is seen edge-on ( i = 90 ◦) and when the inclination is i =
7 ◦, as labelled in the plot. The red shaded area is the region in this
arameter space where eclipses are expected to occur, whereas the 
hite area abo v e the red area is where no eclipses are expected to be
bserved. In other words, the red solid line at i = 67 ◦ sets the lower
imit to the mass of the primary (as a function of the secondary) if
he primary is a star or a BH with an accretion disc. If the primary is
nstead a dark compact object not surrounded by an accretion disc,
he reference line to be considered is the red solid line at i = 90 ◦. 

El-Badry & Burdge ( 2022 ) estimate the current mass of the
uminous component (a bloated stripped star in their model) to be

1–2 M �. In their model, the secondary (initially most massive)
omponent would have recently left the MS and began expanding. 
uring this expansion, the Roche lobe of the star would have been
MNRAS 521, 3162–3171 (2023) 
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lled, and mass transfer on to the primary companion would have
ollowed. At the age of NGC 1850 ( ∼100 Myr), this implies that
he initial mass of the secondary would have been ∼5 M �. This
s consistent with what G ̈otberg et al. ( 2018 ) found in their binary
nteraction models: when assuming an initial mass of ∼5 M � for the
econdary star, after the mass transfer, the final mass of the stripped
tar turns out to be of ∼1–2 M �. Although a mass range between
 and 2 M � is in agreement with current binary evolution models
e.g. G ̈otberg et al. 2018 ), it is worth mentioning here that there is
ot yet enough information about the binary system to allow us to
ssign a value to the present mass of the visible star. What we do here
nstead is test ho w massi ve the primary would have to be under the
ssumption of a given secondary mass (and in particular the value of
 M � proposed by El-Badry & Burdge 2022 ). 
Indeed, by assuming a current mass of the stripped star of ∼1–

 M �, and by applying the no-eclipse condition, the mass of the
nseen component is > 5 M �. In particular, for a 1 M � secondary
ass, the primary has a minimum mass of M 1 = 5.17 M �, as also

ighlighted with a black dashed line in Fig. 7 . An accretor star of this
ass would be as luminous as the visible star itself, so its contribution

hould be clearly detectable in the MUSE spectra according to the
rightness limit set by the spectral disentangling (see Fig. 6 , left-hand
anel). 
Based on the BPASS models (Eldridge & Stanway 2016 ), Ste v ance

t al. ( 2022 ) pointed out that in a post-mass transfer system, the star
hat has gained a considerable amount of mass from the companion
oes not look like a standard (non-interacting) MS star of the same
ass and age (in terms of brightness), but instead experiences an

pisode of rejuvenation, so that in the end it looks much fainter (by
p to ∼2.3 mag in the optical filters). The uncertainties associated
ith this process are quite large and different binary models tend

o predict different scenarios. For example, by using the MESA
inary evolution models (Paxton et al. 2015 ), Wang et al. ( 2020 )
ecently found that stars who gained a significant amount of mass
rom their companions in binaries are systematically brighter and
ore rapidly rotating than they were pre-interaction. This shows that

he rejuvenation factor in binary models is still an open question. 
Although the real factor is somewhat uncertain, we decide to

e conserv ati ve here and adopt a v alue of 1.5 mag (fainter) for
he rejuvenation factor in the analysis hereafter. Based on this
ssumption, a primary of M 1 = 5.17 M � is significantly fainter than
xpected from stellar evolution (F438W ∼18.2 versus F438W ∼16.7)
ut well detectable in the spectra, as it is still one magnitude brighter
han the 10 per cent brightness limit of F438W = 19.2 imposed by
he spectral disentangling. 2 This is shown in the right-hand panel of
ig. 6 , where the position of a standard (non-interacting) MS star as
right as NGC1850 BH1 is shown as a closed blue dot, while the
ame rejuvenated star as a closed green square, overplotted on the
MD of NGC 1850. The impact of the rejuvenation factor on the
rightness of the primary (unseen) source will be illustrated more
learly later in the Section, when we define the minimum mass that
 primary mass can assume. 

Both Ste v ance et al. ( 2022 ) and El-Badry & Burdge ( 2022 )
xplored evolutionary scenarios that could produce the binary
GC1850 BH1 using BPASS (Eldridge & Stanway 2016 ) and
NRAS 521, 3162–3171 (2023) 

 Since the 10 per cent flux limit was determined using Paschen lines ( λ > 

 800 Å), we verified that the same behaviour is also observed using the 
814W filter. In fact, the 10 per cent limit corresponds to F814W = 19.1, 
hile a primary as bright as the visible star in NGC1850 BH1 would appear 

o be F814W = 16.6 + 1.5 = 18.1, still one magnitude abo v e the limit. 
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ESA (P axton et al. 2015 ), respectiv ely. The y could reproduce
he observational properties of the binary system by assuming that
he luminous star was a bloated stripped star of ∼1 M �. Although
t seems very unlikely that the secondary star is significantly less

assive than predicted in their models, we want to be conservative
ere and set the minimum mass for the visible star in NGC1850 BH1
t M 2 = 0 . 65 M �, which is the lower limit that El-Badry & Burdge
 2022 ) derived in their work on the basis of the minimum possible
adius ( R 2 = 4.9 R �) this star can assume given its temperature,
ts CMD position, and the possible presence of a primary luminous
ource contributing to the photometry. Moreo v er, since the observed
pectrum of the luminous source contains prominent hydrogen lines
nd easily resembles that of a normal B-type star, it is reasonable
o infer that this source has not yet been completely stripped of its
ntire hydrogen envelope, hence its mass cannot be very low. 

By imposing a lower limit for the secondary mass of 0.65 M �, we
onsider any mass below this threshold as non-physical and present
t as a grey shaded area in Fig. 7 . The dotted line in the figure instead
hows that a secondary mass of M 2 = 0.65 M � directly translates
nto a mass of M 1 = 4.71 M � for the primary (unseen) component
ased on the mass function of the system. Assuming it is a normal
S star (F438W ∼ 17.3, F814W ∼ 17.25), this mass corresponds to

 brightness of ∼56 per cent of that observed for NGC1850 BH1 in
he visual (F438W). If we take into account the rejuvenation factor,
hich makes this star appear fainter by 1.5 mag, we deduce for it a
agnitude F438W = 17.3 + 1.5 = 18.8 (F814W = 18.75), which

as ∼14.5 per cent of the brightness of NGC1850 BH1. It would be
arely but still observable in the spectrum, given the 10 per cent limit
ound by the disentangling. To illustrate this, the right-hand panel
f Fig. 6 shows the CMD of NGC 1850, with the MIST isochrone
ppropriate for the cluster. The open blue dot in the figure represents
he F438W magnitude of a primary (unseen) star with the minimum
llowable mass, 4.71 M � (assuming it to be a MS star). The open
reen square instead shows its position once the rejuvenation factor
f 1.5 mag is applied, due to mass transfer in the binary. Even
or the lowest possible primary mass (hence faintest), this star is
xpected to be visible, as it is still brighter (by 0.4 and 0.35 mag
n F438W and F814W, respectively) than the brightness limit set by
he disentangling (here shown as a red solid line). More massive,
ejuvenated, primary stars would appear even brighter, thus even
asier to detect in the spectra. 

From this analysis we can conclude that, if we want to have
 system with two luminous stars, for any reasonable secondary
present-day) mass for the visible star, we must invoke the presence
f an additional component in the system which by shielding the
ight of this massive luminous source causes it to contribute very
ittle to the total light. 

 T H E  UNSEEN  S O U R C E  IN  N G C 1 8 5 0  B H 1  

he combination of (i) the measured high binary mass function
 f = 2 . 83 + 0 . 14 

−0 . 12 M �), (ii) the lack of observed eclipses in the OGLE
ptical light curves, and (iii) the lower limit of M 2 = 0 . 65 M � set to
he mass of the visible star results in the primary (unseen) companion
f NGC1850 BH1 to have a mass M 1 > 4.71 M �. A standard (non-
ccreting) MS star of such a mass would be more than half as
right as the observed system, hence its contribution would be easily
etectable in the MUSE spectra of the visible companion. Ho we ver,
hen the rejuvenation factor of 1.5 mag is taken into account, the
rightness of this source drops from 56 per cent to 14.5 per cent
righter than NGC1850 BH1 (see Fig. 7 , right-hand panel). It is
mportant to note that, although much fainter, it does not go below
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Figure 8. HST/WFC3 near-infrared CMD of NGC 1850. All stars in the clus- 
ter are shown as grey dots. Our target, NGC1850 BH1, is instead highlighted 
as a red star, along with a sample of Be and shell stars spectroscopically 
identified in the cluster by Kamann et al. ( 2023 ) and presented as green and 
yello w dots, respecti vely. Both Be and shell stars sho w a near-infrared excess 
due to disc emission. Although the nature of NGC1850 BH1 is very different, 
this system exhibits a similar colour to many of the shell stars, supporting the 
idea that an accretion disc is also present in this system. 
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he 10 per cent brightness constraint we derived from the spectral 
isentangling. In other words, the contribution of the primary in this
onfiguration is expected to be faint but still detectable in the spectra.

To reconcile this result with the fact that we do not observe any
ontribution from the primary in the analysis of the MUSE spectra, 
here are two viable possibilities to explore: First, the unseen primary 
tar is a non-luminous compact object, and since its minimum mass is
igher than that of any possible neutron star (M ∼3 M �; Lattimer &
rakash 2001 ), it is a BH. Second, the unseen primary star is a
ather massive luminous source enshrouded in a thick accretion disc, 
hich absorbs part of its optical light, making it undetectable. Which 
f these two possibilities has to be preferred is unclear to date but
he scope of this paper is to present the current knowledge about
GC1850 BH1 and suggest possible ways to distinguish one or the 
ther scenario with further observations. 
As already noted by Saracino et al. ( 2022 ), the NGC1850 BH1

ystem belongs to a class of objects called double period variables 
DPVs, Mennickent et al. 2003 ), i.e. it shows two periodicities where
ne is about 33 times longer than the other. There is not much
iterature on DPVs, and the origin of the longest periodicity is still
nkno wn, ho we ver, the general consensus is that these systems are
emidetached (one of the two components fills its Roche lobe) and 
ade up of two stars, one of which (the gainer) is typically a B-

ype star surrounded by an accretion disc. In one specific case, HD
70582, it has been suggested that the gainer is bright and massive
nd should contribute nearly 50 per cent of the total system light, but
ince it is encased in an optically thick disc that almost completely
bscures it, it only contributes for about 10 per cent, thus becoming
arely detectable (Mennickent et al. 2015 ). For sake of completeness, 
t is worth mentioning that the accretion disc ( ∼ 21 R �) and the
emimajor axis ( ∼ 61 R �) deduced for the system HD 170582 are
uch larger than allowed for the configuration of NGC1850 BH1. 
his is an example but an in-depth comparison of NGC1850 BH1
ith the properties of other DPV systems is beyond the scope of this
ocument. 
By analysing archi v al near-infrared HST/WFC3 data of NGC1850 

H1 (from F105W to F160W), we measured a 2 σ excess both in
140W and F160W compared to other cluster members in a similar
osition in the CMD, which seems to support the presence of a third
omponent in the system, namely an accretion disc. Fig. 8 shows
n optical/near-infrared (F438W–F160W, F438W) CMD of NGC 

850, where the position of NGC1850 BH1 is presented as a red
tar. As a comparison, we highlight in green and yellow respectively
 sample of Be and shell stars of NGC 1850 studied in Kamann
t al. ( 2023 ). Shell stars are Be stars (i.e. rapidly rotating B stars)
bserved (partially) through their discs (Rivinius, Štefl & Baade 
006 ; Rivinius, Carciofi & Martayan 2013 ). As shown in the figure,
oth Be and shell stars exhibit near-infrared e xcesses, i.e. the y are
ystematically located on redder colours than normal stars of similar 
agnitudes. This excess is believed to be mainly caused by emission

rom their discs. NGC1850 BH1 shares a similar colour, hence a
imilar near-infrared excess, with many of the shell stars in the cluster
o, although the nature of NGC1850 BH1 is very different from
hat of shell stars, an analogy between these sources can still be
ra wn. The observ ed e xcess of the binary provides further support
or the existence of a disc in the system. Additional constraints (e.g.
he expected slow rotation of the secondary (luminous) star for a
ynchronized binary) suggest that, if present, the disc is around the
rimary (unseen) star. 
If the evidence for an accretion disc around the unseen source

n NGC1850 BH1 is confirmed by further studies, this will unfor-
unately still not provide a final answer as to what is the unseen
omponent. Given the high probability that NGC1850 BH1 is a 
ost-mass transfer system, based on recent findings and reasoning, 
t would be equally plausible to have a disc around a BH or a

assive luminous star. The only way to effectively discriminate 
etween the two scenarios is to measure the temperature of the
utative disc itself as it is expected to be very different in the two
onfigurations. In particular, if a 5 M � luminous star (and T eff ∼
5 000 K) is enclosed in an optically thick disc, the light it emits
s almost completely absorbed by the disc at optical wavelengths 
nd re-emitted by it at infrared wavelengths. The system thus 
ecomes particularly bright in the near- and mid-infrared, given 
he lower extinction of starlight and the added contribution of the
isc, which is expected to be much cooler than the star itself
 T eff � 15 000 K). Alternatively, if a BH is part of the system, the
roperties of the accretion disc are significantly different, with a 
emperature likely higher than 15 000 K near the inner edge, but
ecreasing with radius as predicted by Shakura & Sunyaev ( 1973 ).
ear- and mid-infrared observations of the NGC1850 BH1 system, 

s those recently secured with the new ERIS/NIX imager at the VLT
Davies et al. 2018 ), will help to investigate this aspect in more
etail. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

he main results of this study can be summarized as follows: 

(i) We hav e disco v ered a systematic bias in the measured radial
elocities, which has been traced to the weighting scheme adopted 
n the SPEXXY results. We have provided updated radial velocity 
easurements for each epoch. Based on the new modelling of the
MNRAS 521, 3162–3171 (2023) 
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adial v elocity curv e, we hav e updated the radial velocity semi-
mplitude to K 2 = 175.6 ± 2.6 km s −1 . 

(ii) The increased (by 20 per cent) semi-amplitude velocity thus
erived has significantly increased the mass function of the system
o f = 2 . 83 + 0 . 14 

−0 . 12 M �. 
(iii) From spectral disentangling we find that only one source is

ignificantly contributing to the spectrum, i.e. any possible stellar
econdary contributes at most 10 per cent to the optical flux of the
ystem. 

(iv) The secondary (visible) star is most likely a low-mass post-
ass transfer star, but the information available so far does not allow

s to assign a value to the present mass of this binary component.
ndeed, it is unknown if and how much (other) sources contribute to
he observed magnitudes. 

(v) Based on the new binary mass function, lack of observed
clipses in the light curves of NGC1850 BH1, and constraints on
he luminosity of the system’s components, there are two viable
ossibilities: the unseen component in NGC1850 BH1 is: (1) a BH,
ts mass being > 3 M � with the possible addition of an accretion
isc; or (2) a bright, rejuvenated star with a minimum mass of M 1 ∼
.7 M �, enshrouded in an optically thick disc that partially absorbs
ts light so that it is undetectable in the currently available spectra. 

(vi) NGC1850 BH1 is a DPV and appears to show an excess in the
ear-infrared, which can be interpreted as evidence for the presence
f a disc in the system. Ho we ver, both scenarios are still equally
ikely. Constraining the properties of the disc (e.g. temperature and
ize) will be one good way to shed more light on the nature of the
nvisible source. 

(vii) A scenario in which the primary (unseen) component in
GC1850 BH1 is a BH faces substantial issues regarding its

volutionary history, if we assume a binary origin for it as in the
PASS and MESA models, i.e. the initial period of the binary would
e lower than physically allowed given the size of the individual
omponents. A possible caveat of these models, ho we ver, is that
hey only consider isolated binaries and do not include hierarchical
riples/quadruples nor the effect of dynamical interactions in clusters.
his might instead be appropriate for NGC1850 BH1, which belongs

o NGC 1850. In conclusion, since neither the exact configuration of
he binary (in terms of M 1 , M 2 , mass ratio etc.) nor its evolutionary
istory are known, we unfortunately cannot draw any definitive
onclusion on this aspect. 

In a future study, we will present detailed modelling of the OGLE
ight curves of NGC1850 BH1, which also includes the presence of an
ccretion disc. This will provide stricter constraints on the nature of
oth the luminous secondary star and the unseen primary companion
n the system, sensibly limiting the parameter space we can mo v e
n. Moreo v er, this work clearly shows the urgent need for further
nd more detailed studies of this peculiar binary system, NGC1850
H1. They would be helpful to investigate a few important but still
nknown aspects: First, high resolution spectroscopy with a wide
av elength co v erage will be essential (1) to apply the disentangling

echnique in order to be able to detect companions contributing
s little as ≈1–2 per cent to the visual flux of the system; (2) to
tudy the properties of the luminous (secondary) component (e.g.
urface gravity, rotational velocity, chemical abundances); (3) to
ssess whether the putative disc, if present, dilutes the companion at
ll bands in a similar way; and (4) to place unprecedented constraints
n the rejuvenation episodes that occur in binary systems when one
f the two sources gains a significant fraction of mass from the
ompanion. The rejuvenation factor is a very uncertain parameter and
imiting its allowed range would be a great achievement for future
NRAS 521, 3162–3171 (2023) 
inary ev olution studies. Secondly, near -infrared high resolution
hotometry will be important to investigate the detailed properties
f the putative accretion disc in the system, for example in terms of
adius and temperature. 

Those mentioned abo v e are essential steps in deciphering the
roperties of the unseen source in NGC1850 BH1. 
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